
MARKS

The proposals for product development for the 39th edition of Filo gravitate around the theme “Marks”. These 
are the “footmarks to be followed” in a déjà-vu which combines old and new, and where  traditional beauty is 
mixed with the sophisticated super modern using new techno materials. These are the “footmarks we make”  
as we live our frenetic  times with hyper-communication which burn all expectations in just hours or minutes 
and where everything is accepted and then refuted in a very short span of time. There are also the “digital  
trails”   with  technical  yarns  that  accompany  the  natural  ecological  and  environmentally  friendly  yarns,  
shaping the future of the coming generations. 

The footmarks to be followed

With “Footmarks to be followed”,  the mega-trend is the return to the rules of elegance and chic which have 
been consolidated during the past few seasons. To complete the picture there are two sub-themes:  Déjà-vu  
and Mind Games, allowing two different interpretations of elegance such as the reminiscence  of a lost chic 
which has been recovered and that of a chic which has only been a dream. 
Déjà-vu
These are the yarns dedicated to the sartorial, handcrafted and traditional inspiration.  The development of 
these ideas is based on a concept of elegance which comes directly from the past, but at the same time 
involves new combinations which are not traditional with very precious materials and other more simple 
ones.  
It is a mix of old and new, where traditional beauty is blended with sophisticated super modern and with new 
techno materials. 
It is like  taking the  black and white photos of yesteryear and suddenly colour some of the details.
Mind Games 
The past relived through memories and dreams: the materials are those of the most classic elegance, but the 
effect is different because the craftsmanship and  the blends reflect the present, at times even the future.

The fingermarks we leave behind

Instant trend
In the age of speed and hyper-communication which burns all expectations in a matter of hours or even 
minutes and where everything can be accepted and shortly afterwards refused,  the marks we leave behind 
can only be an Instant Trend.
Instant Trend, in textile terms, refers to the concept of “ready”. This concept, however, has undergone an 
evolution and what was intended as ready until  recently has given way to planned-ready, which aims to  
guarantee greater care for details and quality.
Everything is played out on the “time” variable and in the rapid succession of proposals, without ignoring the  
contents (of style and quality).
Just like Instant Food, the street food which has also inspired great chefs, their creation is always simple and 
fast, but excellent. 

Digital trails 

The  “digital  trails”  can  be  found  in  the  renewed  presence  of  very  modern  technical  yarns,  frequently  
accompanied by their opposite - the natural ecological and environmentally friendly yarns. Together they 
follow innovative paths shaping the future in what we feel is the right way  for future generations, despite the  
various clichés.  
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